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dedication
I would like to dedicate this journal to my parents Karen and Steve for letting me become
the writer I wanted to be.
—Nicole McConnell

I would like to dedicate this journal to my family.
—Amber Porter
I would like to dedicate this journal to my family for always humoring my aspirations and
supporting me in everything I do.
—Addey Vaters
I would like to dedicate this journal to everyone who has supported me.
—Shannon Lewis
I would like to dedicate this journal to my fellow borrowed solace editors who kept me on
track. And to my family and friends who kept me sane.
—Nicole Taylor
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about page
why borrowed solace?
As a group of college friends sitting around a round table every Friday for two years, we toyed around
with the idea of creating a blog, a collective book of stories, a website, a journal or a magazine, and so many
more things. The last semester, when most of us were graduating, our dreams finally became a reality. We
created a website. We created a blog and social media pages. We launched the submissions for acceptance,
and began our journey.

But before all of that happened, we first took two words we liked and smashed them together to create
borrowed solace, but the meaning goes even deeper than that. If you notice the initials are a part of a literary
rambling we wanted to gather and then release into the world one word at a time. To borrow the works of
others for others’ solace. To comfort, to soothe, to put people in a better mood. We pledge to you this is a
bunch of bs. But we love our name and who we are because of the words we choose to live by and these are
two of them.

how is the journal published?
We intend to publish two online versions a year. Our Spring edition will be our un-themed journal. Our
Fall edition will be our themed journal. We will accept submissions from April to July and October to
December. With our journals coming out in September and March. Submissions come through our website
at borrowedsolace.com. We collect four genres: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and art. We pick selections based
on the magic they create, the way they engage us as readers and as writers, making us crave for more, and
stories and poems we can walk alongside the authors while reading.
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continued
Our dream goal is to publish two online journals a year, and a printed version of the best stories from that
year. Right now, we publish two online versions of each journal. A teaser for free, and a small fee for all of the
stories, plus the bonus content of interviews from the authors, poets, and artists, and craft essays. The journals
are sold online at our website borrowedsolace.com.

who we are and what we are about?
We come from all different backgrounds and we each have our own stories, but our passions and interests
drive us to the same conclusion. We love writing. We love reading. We love the power and magic of words. We
are based in Colorado Springs, Colorado because that is where we all met. One of us was born in California, one
in Iowa, and two in different parts of Colorado. But we all converged in one state, in one city, at one college, with
one dream.

We intend to publish two online versions a year. Our Spring edition will be our un-themed journal. Our
Fall edition will be our themed journal. We will accept submissions from April to July and October to
December with our journals coming out in September and March. Submissions come through our website
at borrowedsolace.com. We collect four genres: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and art. We pick selections based
on the magic they create, the way they engage us as readers and as writers, making us crave more, and that
allows us to walk alongside the authors while reading.
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letter from the Executive & Associate Editor
This is the first edition of the journal to come to light from the dark corners of our dreams. All
of us editors met in college; almost all in one class, almost all the same year of school. We come
from all different places, backgrounds, and perspectives, but one thing was clear from the beginning—we all loved writing.
First, we started as a club—a guild, a comfortable space created for inspiration, a place to
share ideas and prose, to become better as writers and propel each other’s passions. We slowly
transformed our club into a team of friends ready to rise and conquer. To crack the thunder coming

lightning-fast down the mountain. To be the sailors carrying starlight across the sea. To be the
knights surrendering a wizard to the king because he knows how to wield magical words. Because
we dreamed of being different—a different kind of literary journal.
We are a legion of lowercase letters. We are fictional authors. We are poets. We are nonfictional reporters. We scribble, take shots, play the dramatist, perform as the editor, battle the designer. The trials, the tears, the stressed out panic attacks, the random doubts that we've had in our
own magic came to a beautiful fruition—a journal we are proud to claim as the very first issue
of borrowed solace.
12

The authors, poets, and artists located within the rest of these pages helped us achieve the
monumental task of beginning this journal that we want to see rise. We hope this begins with you
too. As a reader, embrace every story with an open heart. As a storyteller and writer, listen to the
words—the coconuts falling from the trees. Inhale the rapid beginnings and exhale the slower endings. This is why hinterlands is our first themed edition.
We want to break apart the magic of the meaning inside of a word. To distort reality, to discover the truth, and embrace the waters holding up the boondocks. So, you, too, seize the unchart-

ed areas that this journal has taken us to.

Please enjoy! And submit to us if you love writing and reading like we do. Support us by acquiring your own copy of the journal if you love to discover new ramblings like us!

From your dear editors,
Nicole McConnell (executive) & Shannon Lewis (associate)
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editors
executive editor
Nicole McConnell

associate editor
Shannon Lewis

fiction editor
Amber Porter

nonfiction editor
Nicole Taylor

poetry editor
Addey Vaters
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All works of literary are fine art.
That art has a story.

Waiting for a writer’s hand.
Yearning for a reader’s eyes.
The following pages encase such
art.
Welcome, to the beginning…

15
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fiction intro
If you google fiction the definition it offers is: “literature in the form of prose,
especially short stories and novels, that describes imaginary events and people,”
but fiction is so much more. Whether it is a journey through unknown lands or
the complex simplicities of everyday living, fiction can be an escape from one reality into another. For both the reader and the author.
With that in mind, the selection process was easy. Finding pieces that were

enthralling, allowing readers to explore the environment and people. Pieces
whose characters were as believable as they were engaging. Pieces that, whether

for a few paragraphs or several pages, can give the reader a brief solace as they
glance through the window into another’s reality.

—Amber Porter
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a bump on the head

I was in the shower when I first discovered mine. I
hadn’t been looking for it. I was just going through my

by David Novak

normal routine. Starting up on top. Working my way
down. Shampoo. Conditioner. Body wash. And there it
was. My hand brushed against it, that little interruption

Every day, we discover deformities on our bodies

which we’ve never noticed before.

to normal. I slid the tip of my finger around it. Gently.

They’re small, mostly. Maybe even insignificant. A Cautiously. So as not to disturb it.
cut here. A rash there. Abrasions. Welts. Bruises. We

A fleshy bump on the head.

pause in our daily routines to examine them. We think

Right next to my temple.

back. Recollect. Ask ourselves: what was it that hurt us

It was little. Maybe as round as a dime. After I fin-

so? What did we miss that left these marks on us?

ished showering, I stood naked in front of the bathroom

But ultimately, our days are short and self-reflection

mirror and wiped my hand over the condensation. I ex-

takes too long. We come by no easy answers. So we

amined my reflection through the foggy glass.

push these questions out of our heads. We ignore them.

Go on about our days. We wait for our bodies to heal

Just a bump on the head.
That’s all it was, I told myself. It would go away by

themselves.
This is how the Exodus began.

morning.
But of course, it didn’t. You know that already.

We ignored. And we waited.
I’m no less guilty than anybody else.

By morning, it had grown to the size of a quarter.
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What was it? I tried to remember. Where had I

cheek.

been? What had I done? What hurt me? I thought back

Dinner went normally that night. We touched up-

over the past week. But every day seemed to mirror the on the usual topics of discussion as we ate. How our
next. They were shallow reflections of the same modays went. What was new at work. The latest gossip
tions. The same routines. Nothing special stood out. I

amongst our friends. As we talked, he never acknowl-

ran my finger over the bump again. It didn’t fit in.

edged my bump. And I never acknowledged his.

But there was no time to dwell on it. There were

We went to bed.

errands to run. Deadlines to meet. And it was just a

Ignoring.

bump on the head. That was all. I got dressed, and

Waiting.

brushed my bangs over it.

After he fell asleep, I stared at him. At whatever it

Nobody would notice.

was that grew from him. I wondered. Were we dying?

Unfortunately, my husband didn’t have the same

Who’d go first? How sad would I be if he were to die

luxury.

first? Or would I be relieved?

I didn’t notice his until later that evening, after we
sat down to dinner. The ceiling lights in the kitchen
were harsh, and it cast a sharp shadow across his face.
A bump.
Just like mine.
Only not on his forehead, but on the top of his

19

To finish the rest of David Novak ‘s
“a bump on the head” and explore
more nonfiction pieces, buy the full borrowed
solace Fall 2017 Issue at
https://borrowedsolace.com/store/

the man in the red raincoat

when we must all be ready to be swept up, whisked

& the woman who cupped fire in her
hands

away by a sudden flood, far from the security of day-

light.

by Dan Romo
Woman Cupping Fire in Her Hands:

Thou hast caused men to ride over our heads; we
went through fire and through water: but thou broughtest us out into a wealthy place. —Psalms 66:12

Lead the way. I will illuminate the night.
And the two lone parties joined to form a cele-

Man in the Red Raincoat:

bration, a festive duo committed to the cause in search
of common doctrine. Nothing was spoken that initial

Do you not see we are always at risk of a sudden day. They knew footsteps moving forward carried more
downpour: an impromptu drenching dedicated to the weight than the gravity of empty words. Small talk
safety of keeping us awake, a severe storm in the name equaled more burden than earnest concern. Their conof warning, suggesting the preceding calm has always versation lied in mute mouths and blind faith. Despite
been an elemental misnomer, and isn't it better this way previously traveling in personal tangents, this new un–to suggest there is time to spare before any nefarious ion was always waiting to be born, a bursting womb
affair is nothing but wishful thinking, because aren't you producing a timely life. Him: a leader looking for the
tired of relying on hope to get you through (the dark- right follower. Her: a torchbearer in search of a partner
ness); so though I am bone dry, there will come a time with which to share her galvanizing glow. They didn’t
20

know it at the time, but together they set out to atone

regularly in use, he didn’t entirely blame them. The

for their sins, to gain an enlightenment that was evad-

woman cupping fire in her hands was woven of loneli-

ing them, all while reigning in elusive, personal goals.

ness and invisibility. Unlike the man, her neighborhood

The man in the red raincoat was perpetually

didn’t know she existed. As far as they were concerned,

ready. More pragmatic than paranoid. A rustic Boy

she could’ve been a visitor. In fact, she rarely left her

Scout prepared for it all, despite not knowing the totali- home. Suburban hermit who lived next door, but never
ty of impending ambiguity. He preferred living on the

stepped outside to nurture her meager garden or even

outskirts of town, surrounded by chimney smoke and

water her small patch of grass. This was not the life she

lots of trees. And the residents preferred he did as well. envisioned. She used to paint and draw and write. Now,
Not because of what he said, but because of how he

she was caught between sadness and longing to revise

didn’t. At first they included him in their daily rituals.

the night. Her guts were burning, yet she didn’t know

“Nice day we’re having, wouldn’t you say?” But instead

why. The intestinal yearning was not to be ignored. She

of providing appeasing pleasantries, his responses came bought a bus ticket with no destination in particular.
in the form of questions that were viewed as perverse.

Slapped her money on the counter and said, “Send me

“I don’t know... Is it still a nice day knowing we could all someplace warm.” It was time to begin her tapestry, to
be erased by a plague?” And he’d simply walk away.

weave together ways to finally hide from hiding.

Word got around about the man and his terse way of
viewing the world, and the town became afraid. They

Red Raincoat:

labeled him a vagrant and told their children to stay

I am worn every day. A safety net in the form of

away. Though he knew his soul was as warm as a flue
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elongated polyurethane. I purposely repel water, and

sitioned more ready to drink than withstand fifteen-

inadvertently repel people. I’m sublime at doing both,

hundred degrees. Cupped like subtlety. My purpose is

simultaneously (I don’t take it personally.). Considering

not to be the catalyst for earthly consumption, the

my mileage, I’ve held up well over the years. A missing

meager beginnings of a devastating blaze. Instead I re-

button lost somewhere in Boise. A miniscule tear that

main controlled and illuminate fate lines, but ultimately

only adds character. But my slick is still glossy, like

have no effect on where they lead.

squinting at stars. My coat is as solid as the day I was

These two societal oddities: a man wearing a

bought. Yet it is a difficult task. Denying the body an es- raincoat that glistened like slutty lips, and the woman
sential needed to survive. Proving superiority over na- whose hands smoked and glowed as if they were carryture. But to waver is to deny what it is I was made for.

ing a small campsite, were not the prototypical traveling

Nonetheless, no amount of moisture gets under my

companions. He had been a loner, ostracized for ques-

skin.

tioning/speculating on the future of status quo. And
she was a self-sequestered recluse, specks of embers

Fire in Cupped Hands:

trailing behind, signifying discontent. But the unlikely

I don’t melt flesh or singe palms that cradle me as pair shared the same desire(s), and they started the
if I were chemical royalty. Instead, I’ve put myself in po- journey with enough will to get them through any night.
sition and allowed myself to be held gently, like a new- And they knew many nights would be long. They underborn spark, a wayward flame prepared to lead through stood stars could only provide so much inspiration, rathe dark. Nor do I die out due to unconventional fuel

diant skies twinkling under the guise of direction.

provided to consume, not wood, but hands that are po22

But not everyone was traveling to the same destina-

complication. Everything was a careful decision. Every

tion. And they were aware sunrises could only signify so careful decision was a thing.

many new beginnings before clouds made their names

Her steps were more like divots. Choppy cuts

known and blurred where the day began and where it

from her soles that tore into the ground and mirrored

ended. The oddball travelers were not naive enough to

her existence. A desire to get ahead of herself, though

believe they could even identify the details of their

she had no direction. A wishy-washy trail of her im-

journey. It wasn’t a case of what they already knew, but prints contributed to the frazzled landscape. Her flurry
what they didn’t. For them, ignorance wasn’t a dirty

of thoughts kept pace with her walk, but any words she

word. And that’s why they took the time to memorize

spoke trailed badly behind. It’s not as if she didn’t want

and learn from every step they took.

to lead with her voice. Quite the contrary. But it’s diffi-

His strides were long and plodding, deliberate

cult to declare your position when your feet are too

steps predicated upon the uncertainty of what was

busy to stop and take a stand.

next. He took his time when he walked, because around
the corner he could be safely awestruck by a waterfall

Their journey began like a writer making up the
story as he wrote page to page. Not concerned with

or swept up in an impromptu sandstorm. Even leisurely plot but with the urgency of the language. Sounds that
strolls were laced with caution. And the measurement

resound in the bellies of me and can only be heard

of his strides was representative of other aspects of his when souls are sans sustenance. These are words that
life. Look left. Look right. Look Left. Look right once

emerge straight from the psyche and fashion them-

again, just to make sure. He preferred to sacrifice time

selves in lines like frenzied armies. Protagonists who

for being alive. Everything was fraught with possible

could turn into antagonists whose lives could always be

23

revised. The story would work itself out as he wrote.

and uncovering a sense of recovery. Insulation from

The adrenaline rush: more important than adhering to

drowning in haunting memories, I am safety and blan-

coffee-stained notes. Because who can recognize the

ket in hours of day...night...and mourning...

full timeline of their own ultimate demise/identify future victories to be won. The man and woman were in

Fire in Cupped Hands

the midst of a spiritual mission. The calling in their guts

I have never left her since she first ignited me.

served as their compass. They went in the direction
they felt led to go. Palpitations instructing North was

Her initial touch was both lighting the fuse and fanning

never a given.

the flame.

Red Raincoat:

I have molded to more than just his body. Our relationship consists of more than me being a shiny sidekick watching out for water. I have become a custom fit
that has blended in with his spirit. He relies on me for
universal uncertainty and personal sanity. Outerwear
that has become the core of his essence. Repellent
against conditions beyond his control. We have taken
our show on the road in the hopes of burying the past,
24

To finish the rest of Dan Romo’s
“the man in the red raincoat
& the woman who cupped fire
in her hands ” and explore
more nonfiction pieces, buy
the full borrowed solace Fall 2017
issue at
https://borrowedsolace.com/store/

nonfiction
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nonfiction introduction
A slash of ink across the page, the tap of a finger on a keyboard; these are the sounds of
creation. For nonfiction, this creation is not wrought from the depths of imagination, but is
pulled from the foundations of reality. Built upon this base are explorations of difficult truths
from the human condition brightly adorned with brain tingling language. These glimmering
gems of literary nonfiction reveal a rich passion which is shared between the reader and writer. This desire of connection is the space I inhabit while reading authors pieces.

Unlike commercial nonfiction, which spans everything from how-to and history books,
literary nonfiction focuses on tackling larger, more encompassing questions which emerge
from everyday life. These questions often muddy our understanding of each other, ourselves,
and society. With each written piece a new understanding of these complicated issues is provided—even if this understanding does not solve the question, it gets us a step closer to the
answer. Nonfiction attempts to unfold the complications of the mundane in beautiful and unexpected ways.
For the theme of this journal—hinterlands—I picked pieces that revealed a snippet of
something unknown. These revelations do not seek to fully understand the unknown, but rather present these uncertainties to the reader in striking language.
In the following pages you will find true tales of mystery, passion, sorrow, love, and human-connection. So please, sit back and enjoy this wonderful collection of cultivated stories.
—Nicole Taylor
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on the sunflower trail

boasted more fields (mostly cotton) than citizens, it seemed.
Now, to see such open land, we now have to travel. You

by JC Reilly

described this place as “bucolic” and “just what we need,” but
I’m not sure that situating ourselves in a new space for half a

Along Louisiana Highway 3049, between the towns of

day or so will influence our relationship in any significant way.

Dixie and Gilliam, thousands of sunflowers blaze in fertile

You might discover a perfect sunflower to photograph, and I

north Caddo Parish fields. Those great brown eyelashes with

might discover the start to a poem or another piece of

yellow follow us and the arc of the sun’s sweep, as we stroll

writing, but it’s never been art that stands between us. Why

along a trail a local farmer has cut into the crop rows on his

did you bring me here? But I do not ask it out loud.

property for visitors. When you told me you wanted to go for
a drive up here—because the sunflowers are at their peak,
and you are eager to photograph them for your portfolio—you
joked about braving the hinterlands, though it’s only

It’s early, and not many folks mill around when we arrive. Roosters crow in the distance. I push through a haze of
gnats, while you, untroubled by insects, observe everything
from behind the lens of your grandfather’s Leica. Catalogu-

half-an-hour north of our homes in Shreveport, the “big bad

ing, comparing. Morning light always your favorite. Using ac-

city.” Twenty years earlier, long before we were lovers, when
we were children entirely unknown to each other, Shreveport

tual film makes you approach your subjects with greater discretion—you are not profligate or hurried in your picture-
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taking, as I might be with my phone’s camera app. Another

“Successive Fibonnaci numbers,” you point out, when you

one of our differences.

see me struggling to remember, the mathematician in you

What you notice: an earth-brown rabbit lost to misdi- unearthed from somewhere. I stand beside a sunflower not
rection, scurry-hopping along a row, searching for a way out nearly as tall as its neighbors, and peer into its heart-sized
of the field or perhaps to relocate the entrance to its warren. center, searching for patterns. My knowledge of such numA red-banded caterpillar creeping its way up a ten-foot stem, bers is limited, beyond that they appear in mathematics and
fat as a breakfast sausage and hoping to find something tasty nature, quite when you least expect it. Without pretense.
the higher it crawls. A crow that settles not far from us on a Fibonnaci numbers just suddenly are—in an artichoke, or
forlorn-looking scarecrow (abashed at its inability to scare).

pinecone tips, or seeds at the center of every sunflower. Se-

What I see: you—and that camera, whose truths (if they’re

cretly, I think that our relationship presents its own kind of

about me) I want little record of. I stay out of its view. Be-

spiral, ever outward and apart, galactic in its scope.

yond that, everywhere, leaves bigger than our hands, and

To finish the rest of JC Reilly’s
“on the sunflower
trail ” and explore
more nonfiction pieces,
buy the full borrowed solace
Fall 2017 issue at
https://borrowedsolace.com/store/

dimpled florets of the flower-heads crowd together in interconnected spirals—of 21s and 34s, 55s and 89s—something
tugs at memory—

28

taking care

Sitting across from me was the guy I was crazy about (I’ll
call him Seth). Seth was funny, sexy, geeky, and I’d met him

by Kelly A. Dorgan

right before leaving for India. Along with my backpack, I’d
hauled fantasies of him across the subcontinent, towing my

It’s July 26, 2010, late. I’ve sunk onto the edge of the

bed in my childhood home. The bedroom reminds me of

attraction for him west to east and north to south, then
back home again.
That night in the restaurant, I seriously doubted I had

one of those cozy, pretty Valentine’s Day shoeboxes I made
back in elementary school: small, pink, white, flowery. My

a shot with him. I was squat, five feet short. He was a glori-

cell’s pinned between my ear and shoulder. Words tumble

ous bear of a man, a six-footer with longish soot-black hair.

from the other end, a soft murmuring bringing my first love Later, in the men’s restroom, I discovered that I did indeed
have a shot after all.
story to a cacophonous conclusion.
When he emerged from the dented and scraped met-

In 1993, I’d returned to the southern Appalachian

mountains during springtime, a period of rebirth when pur- al stall, I was waiting by the sink, porcelain with swirls of
ple crocuses are often ice-encased. After six months of liv- rust. Then and there, I ambushed him with my audacious
ing in and traveling through India, I was looking forward to

attempt at seduction under sallow florescence. Without

my own rebirth.

pausing, he cupped the back of my neck, his hand un-

The weekend after my homecoming, I wound up at a

washed.
We kissed, inches from the foul toilet. We only pried

local restaurant, a dim hangout choked with youthful bod-

ies. My friends and I tucked ourselves into a back room, iso- apart when a man pushed into the restroom and snickered
lated, forgotten by the wait staff. In the haze of smoke and at our absurdly enacted passion play.
hormones, my excitement throbbed, almost painfully.

29

Like many young couples, we had little money. I

*

taught college classes, part time. Meanwhile, Seth trans-

Looking back, I see why I fell hard for him. Seth was a ferred from community college to the same four-year instiboot-wearing mountaineer who hand-penned melodically

tution where I taught. He pulled in money as an on-campus

haunting poems about his youth, one marked by red clay,

student worker and an off-campus dishwasher/cook at a

poverty, and fear. Clad in faded jeans and plaid shirts, he

local seafood restaurant. Quickly, his earthy scent was re-

hiked rugged trails, sprinting over rocks and roots like he’d

placed with bleach and grease—and cigarettes, always ciga-

been born in the wilds. And when he smiled, his crooked

rettes. Our dating life reflected our pathetic incomes. There

teeth were smoothed by lips the color of spiced crab apple

were movies (occasionally) and dinners out (rarely). Mostly,

butter. To me, he always smelled of a mixture of just-lit cig- we took to the woodlands surrounding our mountain town.
arettes and leaf-covered trails. And his mind left me

We discovered one another on fragrant wilderness trails,

stunned. Though I’d earned a master’s degree and had

slipping into lush areas and icy swimming holes, and pur-

taught university classes, I was no match for his intellect.

sued our intimacies pulled off to the side of night-time

Later, as I would learn when he enrolled at the local univer- backroads.
sity, he both mesmerized and infuriated me—like those

The natural world oversaw our courtship. So it was

times, having forgotten an astrophysics exam, he’d ace it

after a late-night cram session. Then there were the poems,
lines he jotted down almost casually but somehow managhe would regard resulting praise from professors and classture receives oohs and aahs from awestruck onlookers.

tumn sun, ringed by delicate asters and stately goldenrods,
we exchanged lyrical vows, as lacey and lovely as wild car-

ing to capture humanity’s torment and beauty. Afterward,
mates the same oblivious way that a grand woodland crea-

fitting that our wedding took place outdoors. Under an au-

rot blossoms. Seth wore a crimson bowtie, uncomfortably

tight around his neck, and a vest that hugged his wide
chest. He slipped a yellow-gold ring on my finger, its leaf
pattern complementing the one etched into his own
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white-gold band.

It would get better, we told ourselves; things would clear
and settle. Once he quit smoking. Once I got my PhD. Once

*

we had more money. Once he had a job. Once I had a job.
Once we had a house. Once we moved. Once he…Once

Deciding to pursue different graduate programs at

I...Once we...It would get better.

the same school, we moved further south. Along the way,

*

there were all kinds of signs. In fact, there had been signs
everywhere, but I had dismissed them: the sullen silences,
brimming anger, and furious outbursts. There were lies and
secrets, jobs gotten and lost, restless nights and eggshell

mornings. I talked myself out of seeing the signs, wiping
away tears as I would raindrops, and brushing off doubts as
if layers of pollen. I’d reasoned myself out of my disenchantment: There was never physical violence or cheating
and rarely name-calling. Eventually, I had learned to remain
vigilant for sudden shifts, eyes peeled for bruising darkness
and ears opened for unsettling stirrings.
His energies ebbed and flowed, sometimes rapidly.
He sheltered under layers of shame-filled omissions and
embarrassing secrets (to him!). Together and apart we

uttered reassurances, little delusions that helped us continue on in spite of the distant rumbling and nearby crackling.
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To finish the rest of Kelly A. Dorgan’s
“taking care ” and explore
more nonfiction pieces,
buy the full borrowed solace
Fall 2017 issue at
https://borrowedsolace.com/store/

poetry
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poetry introduction
The task of choosing the poetry that would grace the pages of the inaugural issue
of borrowed solace was no easy task. Poetry, after all, is an ancient form of creative expression—
one that ranges in length, history, and form from epics such as Gilgamesh to sonnets such as those
written by Shakespeare and experimental wordplay like that of Emily Dickinson. The styles and
words used in poetry vary greatly and to put it simply, choosing these poems were hard!
Poetry can come in so many different forms and utilize so many different aspects of figurative
language, and that is what makes poetry magical. While reading through over a 100 poems we received that were written with the idea of “hinterlands” in mind, I was looking for that spark of magic. I was looking for new and exciting; for twists and turns of language that made my heart stop;
and for words on the page that took me somewhere uncharted. There were so many poems that
did these things, and so many wonderful writers who contributed to the magic that is this issue of
the journal.
When reading through these poems, look for the moments of magic. Wait patiently for the
sudden turns, the inventive ideas, and the confusing sentences that turn into liquid gold once everything makes sense. I've found that reading through these poems is rewarding because of these
moments and the way they all work together to create a true moment of reprieve from the mundane day-to-day.

—Addey Vaters
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above the tree line
by William Doreski
Orion at my bathroom window
leaping above the tree line.
The angle of his ascent quickens
with the seasons. His atomic
sword dangles in the purest
because of the vacuum-safe flame.
He doesn’t require oxygen
and never wastes a moment
dreaming the foolish dramas
that keep me florid and sane.
Before I discovered Orion
I dreamed of walking the streets
of Roxbury. Floodlit food shops
featuring barbecue sandwiches
tempted me to sin. Dangerous
knots of young men swept past
with the disembodied arrogance
I expect to meet in the graveyard.

The crying of a cat woke me
so I staggered to the bathroom
in the style of Philip Larkin
and found Orion peering in.
So much chemical fervor
unleashed in the act of creation.

Such impeccable distance
relayed in subtle, blinding hues.
If I could launch into such brash
and absolute fever, I would.
But I learned from T.S. Eliot
that the universe can’t be forced.
And I learned from dreaming of

roaming unfamiliar streets
that the distance deep inside me
requires more delicate mapping
than the leap above the tree line
or straight lines drawn between stars.
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caravan

by Seth Jani
I never understood if it was stars

Or canyon arroyos blooming upwards
To collect the night in ghostly rivers.
Either way, I fell in love over and over

With that light, that reversing current
That cast the Joshuas in twisted supplication.
The desert is a part of everyone,

Inalterably, whether you’ve been there
Or not. The wind turns and covers
Your heart in dark cholla seeds.
The moon drops a basalt-colored scale.
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suicide by vinegar
by Richard King Perkins II

There is an unrecognizable sensibility

It’s her last great risk:
this suicide by vinegar,

in every unfathomable possibility

to be found lurking

the exposure of hidden and corrupt practices
in which she partakes;

a contrivance just before
the final unthrottled possibility
is made ugly by permanence—

the spoils of her instrumental delight.

when she’s chiseled into a strange night of stone.
A plain sack cloth will douse the Aquarian Age light
and begin the journey of willows.
The wolves outside her circle of fire
are the saddest creatures of all-having an awareness that time has been bent forward
into shapes duplicating love
and other supernatural events
which take place without them.
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Frederick Prentice’s 1890’s dream

broken wood and glass,

by Kenneth Pobo

an emptiness where

Lake Superior. Winter.
My young bride wouldn’t talk
to a blizzard.

love
fled to the water’s edge

and died.

What to do?
I built Cedar Bark Lodge
on Hermit Island,
three stories, fireplaces,

To read more poems, buy the full borrowed

Romeo and Juliet balconies

solace Fall 2017 issue

(I thought she’d swoon

at https://borrowedsolace.com/store/

over those). She left

after seeing it just once.
Hardly used, the house looks haunted.
Floorboards creak. It’s her,
I know it is, sneaking through
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author
interviews &
biographies
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afterword
What makes up a journal? This is a question that we editors at borrowed solace subconsciously
set out to answer when we decided over six months ago to take our love of writing and literature
out of the classroom and into the world. I'd like to say that the answer is as simple as the tried and
true blood, sweat, and tears, but it honestly took much more than that. It took faith in ourselves
and the perseverance to see Hinterlands through to the end.
Starting with a dream, with a little seed of inspiration that takes root. We had all toyed with the
idea of starting a journal at different times in the past, and when we all came together and realized
that we shared this same dream, that seedling started to grow faster and stronger than ever. There were times when our little dream withered in the intense gaze of the sun - when we
struggled to get submissions and realized how much this dream could cost us all - but soon enough
the rain came and helped us grow. Now, we can finally say that our dream has become a reality.
We are so immensely excited to let our dream out into the world. The most wonderful thing about
starting a literary journal is the fact that we can make other's dreams come true - the dream of becoming a published author. We are so honored by the contributors who have trusted us with their
words and blessed to be able to water their seedlings - but most of all we are blessed to have you,
dear reader, whoever you are - contributor, friend, family member, colleague, stranger, lover of language, thinker - taking time out of your day to borrow a moment of solace. Thank You for supporting our dreams, and being the soil and the water and the sun that keeps us thriving.
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It is said that for every end
there’s also a new
beginning. We hope you’ll
join us in the next journeys
to come as well.
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